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Abstract
Bird’s Eye View (BEV) is a popular representation for processing 3D point clouds,
and by its nature is fundamentally sparse. Motivated by the computational limitations of mobile robot platforms, we take a fast high-performance BEV 3D object
detector—PointPillars—and modify its backbone to exploit this sparsity, leading
to decreased runtimes. We present preliminary results demonstrating decreased
runtimes with either the same performance or a modest decrease in performance,
which we anticipate will be remedied by model-specific hyperparameter tuning.
Our work is a first step towards a new class of 3D object detectors that exploit
sparsity throughout their entire pipeline in order to reduce runtime and resource
usage while maintaining good detection performance.
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Introduction and Related Work

Following the initial development effort of robots, when concerns about resource utilization and
power are downplayed in favor of creating intelligent behavior, roboticists often go through a second
phase of scaling the system down to fit within commercially viable limits of power, memory, and
computation without significantly sacrificing performance. Many autonomous vehicle manufacturers
are currently facing this challenge, and it is even more pronounced for developers of intelligent mobile
robots, when resources are limited from the very start. For example, even a larger, high-end robot
like the Fetch [19] is not able to support several desktop-grade GPUs plus high-end CPUs in order
to run its control stack, forcing them to settle for smaller embedded systems like NVidia’s Jetson
Xavier1 or Intel’s NUC2 . Smaller platforms such as quadcopters often struggle to handle the weight
or power requirements of even these embedded systems. This motivates the problem of developing
techniques that reduce the resource usage of existing machine learning models (e.g., object detectors)
while preserving their performance — models need not just barely fit on smaller devices, but they
need to do so while sharing the device’s resources with other components.
One general-purpose solution to this problem, model quantization [14, 18, 22, 2], first trains ML
models in the standard fashion using floating point weights and then, after training, converts some [2]
or all [14] weights into integer [22] or binary [9] quantized values that are faster to multiply than
floating point values. The resulting quantized network is then finetuned, resulting in approximately
the same performance while running significantly faster on accelerators (e.g., GPUs [8]), low-end
compute devices (e.g., mobile phones [20]), or specialized hardware (e.g., FPGAs [16]).
Architecture-specific approaches like model reparameterization address this problem by converting
models into an efficient format. For example, ResNet [7] backbones are common in image recognition
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systems [13, 17], and their defining feature is the residual block which adds a convolved embedding
to the input embedding. As a result, inference in ResNets is more involved than simple feed-forward
networks like VGG [15], and thus adds memory, compute, and latency overhead. RepVGG [4]
can reparameterize trained ResNets into simple VGG-style feed-forward networks while being
mathematically equivalent, reducing memory usage and latency without changing model performance.
Other approaches use data representations that reduce the computational burden, such as exploiting
input sparsity. For example, a common approach for 3D object detection in point clouds is to voxelize
the 3D space and perform 3D convolutions through a pipeline similar to 2D object detection [23, 21, 1].
3D convolution of these voxels dominates network runtime, but the voxels tend to be highly sparse;
point clouds from the self-driving KITTI benchmark contain over 100,000 points, but when voxelized
into 20cm cubes, over 90% of the voxels are empty [23]. This motivates sparsity-aware convolutional
methods such as SECOND [21], which perform sparse 3D convolutions that significantly reduces
model runtime without an impact to performance, and directly motivates our work.
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Figure 1: PointPillars’ pillarization and Bird’s Eye View (BEV) pseudoimage creation process.
In this paper, we address this problem of reducing resource usage while preserving performance
within PointPillars [10], a popular 3D object detector that operates on point clouds from a Bird’s Eye
View (BEV). PointPillars segregates the raw points (Figure 1a) into pillars (Figure 1b) and vectorizes
these point collections into N dimensional vectors with empty pillars represented by the zero vector
~0 = {0}N (Figure 1c), resulting in a sparse BEV pseudoimage of the scene (Figure 1d). PointPillars
then processes the pseudoimage with a dense 2D convolutional backbone (Appendix B, Figure 6a) and
then predicts bounding boxes using a Single-Stage Detector (SSD) [12]. The PointPillars Backbone
is the most computationally expensive component of the pipeline, but the pseudoimage it processes is
highly sparse. As a result, there are large sections of the image that have no information but are still
convolved by the backbone, leading to inefficiencies.
To eliminate these inefficiencies, this paper proposes a modified pipeline for PointPillars that
maintains and exploits end-to-end sparsity to reduce runtime and resource usage while maintaining
reasonable performance. Concretely, we propose two changes to PointPillars, highlighted in Figure 2:
1. A new Feature Net that maintains the pseudoimage’s natural representation of a coordinate sparse
tensor, removing the overhead of converting it to a dense tensor representation (Section 2.1), and
2. A new Backbone that exploits and preserves the natural sparsity of the pseudoimage via sparse [21]
and submanifold [6] convolutions (Section 2.2).
We show empirically that these two changes result in roughly the same quality detections on the
KITTI dataset while reducing the computational requirements and thus the runtime of the network.
The code for the full models and their experimental configurations is publicly available3 .
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Figure 2: PointPillars [10] pipeline with our Sparse PointPillars’s modified sections circled in red.
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2

PointPillars Modifications for End-to-End Sparsity

This section describes our modifications to PointPillars in order to maintain and exploit sparsity endto-end throughout the processing pipeline. We then empirically validate our approach in Section 3.
2.1

Replacement Pillar Feature Net

PointPillars’ pillerization process (Figure 1) is implemented using a Feature Net that gathers the
non-empty pillars of the full scene into a dense tensor representation with a fixed number of pillars
and a fixed number of points per pillar (set a priori), along with the coordinate location of each
pillar. The Feature Net then vectorizes each pillar using a PointNet-like vectorizer [3]. In the original
PointPillars’ Feature Net, these resulting vectors are then scattered back into a dense tensor in the
shape of the full scene. In our modified PointPillar Feature Net, we replace this scatter step.
Instead of scattering back into a dense tensor, we construct a sparse tensor in the coordinate
(COO) format4 using the coordinate information already recorded during the gather step. This
constant-time operation reduces GPU requirements by avoiding an additional allocation of a
scene_width × scene_height × N matrix and complex matrix masking to insert the appropriate values. The result of this modified step is that sparsity within the point cloud representation
is preserved in the pseudoimage representation output by the Pillar Feature Net, allowing for its
exploitation when fed into our modified Backbone.
2.2

Replacement Backbone

The Original PointPillars Backbone takes in a dense tensor format pseudoimage and employs a
convolutional backbone (Appendix B, Figure 6a) akin to a feature pyramid network [11]. This
backbone emits a single large pseudoimage of half the width and height of the input pseudoimage,
composed of intermediary pseudoimages from the three layers of the backbone concatenated along
the channel axis. Figure 3 shows an example of these intermediary pseudoimages: Figure 3a shows
the input pseudoimage, and Figures 3b–3d show the smearing of non-zero entries across zero entries
in the pseudoimage as it travels through the backbone. This propagation allows the network to
combine information encoded in non-contiguous input pixels in order to inform the final bounding
box regression, but in the process it destroys the natural sparsity seen in the input pseudoimage.

(a) Input pseudoimage

(b) After Conv block 1

(c) After Conv block 2

(d) After Conv block 3

Figure 3: Pseudoimages from Baseline PointPillars with BatchNorm removed; black represents zero
entries on all channels and white represents at least one non-zero channel entry. With BatchNorm
kept in place, sparsity is entirely destroyed as zero entries are modified during normalization.
Our Sparse PointPillars Backbone takes in a sparse tensor format pseudoimage from the modified
Feature Net and employs a convolutional backbone (Appendix B, Figure 6b) that uses sparse convolutions [21] and submanifold (SubM) convolutions [6] in order to preserve pseudoimage sparsity
while still allowing much of the same propagation of information between non-zero entries. This
is possible in large part due to SubM convolutions; the result of a sparse convolution (Figure 4b)
is mathematically equivalent to the result of a standard convolution, but the sparse tensor format
allows regions of all zero entries to be skipped to save computation. However, like with standard
convolutions, sparse convolutions can result in smearing of non-zero entries across zero entries in
the pseudoimage like Figure 3, destroying sparsity. The result of a SubM convolution (Figure 4c) is
not mathematically equivalent to a standard convolution, allowing it to preserve sparsity, but at the
4
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(b) After 3 × 3 Standard Conv

(a) Input image

(c) After 3 × 3 SubM Conv

Figure 4: 3 × 3 stride-1 Standard Convolution versus 3 × 3 Submanifold (SubM) Convolution. Black
represents zero entries on all channels and white represents at least one non-zero channel entry.
Standard convolutions can be centered on zero entries next to non-zero entries, resulting in a new
non-zero entry, causing smearing and destroying spasity. SubM convolutions are only centered on
non-zero entries, preventing smearing and preserving sparsity.

cost of only allowing information to smear across existing non-zero entries. Our Backbone leverages
these properties to perform similar computations to the Original PointPillars Backbone while better
preserving pseudoimage sparsity (as shown in Figure 5) in order to obtain the performance benefits of
using sparse operations. The combination of our modified Feature Net and Backbone allows Sparse
PointPillars to maintain and exploit sparsity throughout the pipeline, without the unnecessary cost of
converting sparse data into a dense representation for convolutions that will waste computation.

(a) Input pseudoimage

(b) After Conv block 1

(c) After Conv block 2

(d) After Conv block 3

Figure 5: Pseudoimages from Sparse PointPillars. Black represents zero entries on all channels and
white represents at least one non-zero channel entry. Due to the use of SubM convs and BatchNorm
only operating over non-zero entries, sparsity is preserved across the pseudoimages.
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Empirical Evaluation

To evaluate the performance and runtime of our Sparse PointPillars versus the original, we trained both
networks on the car detection task from the KITTI [5] benchmark using the 50-50 split outlined in the
PointPillars paper. Our evaluation follows the prescribed KITTI evaluation protocol of measuring the
average precision (AP) at a detection threshold of 70% Intersection over Union (IoU) of the bounding
box with respect to ground truth on three benchmarks: the 3D bounding box projected into image
space (BBox AP), the bounding boxes from a BEV (BEV AP), and the full 3D bounding boxes (3D
AP). Results are separated for the three KITTI difficulty levels (Easy, Medium, and Hard).
Additionally, to better understand our contributions, we perform two types of ablative studies:
1. We replaced the later sections of the sparse backbone with their dense counterparts from the
original backbone to construct two variants. Using Figure 6’s Conv block definitions, the ablated
variant Sparse1+Dense23 uses the sparse Conv block 1 and dense Conv blocks 2 and 3, and the
variant Sparse12+Dense3 uses sparse Conv blocks 1 and 2 with a dense Conv block 3.
2. We modified the filter size of the first SubM convolution of Conv block 2 and block 3 to be 9 × 9
in order to simulate the information transfer caused by pseudoimage smearing in the original
model. We refer to this variant as Sparse+WideConv.
The Feature Extractor and Head are identical for all models (their runtimes are included in Table 1
for context), whereas all non-original models have the same Feature Net as specified in Section 2.1
and Backbones as according to their method definition. Appendix A provides further details on the
experimental settings including training configuration and runtime environment details.
4

3.1

Runtime Analysis

The runtime for each component of each method is reported in Table 1. As shown, Sparse PointPillars is roughly 2.8 milliseconds faster than the Original PointPillars due to a roughly 0.8 millisecond faster Feature Net and a roughly 2.1 millisecond faster Backbone. Unfortunately, both
ablative variants Sparse1+Dense23 and Sparse12+Dense3 are slower than the original approach,
with Sparse12+Dense3 being significantly slower. We believe that these slowdowns are caused by
converting the pseudoimage to a dense representation in the middle of Backbone evaluation, causing
issues with pipelining of GPU operations; however, more investigation is required. Additionally,
we believe that the runtime of Sparse PointPillars can be significantly further improved by using a
different sparse operations library, as discussed in Appendix A.
Table 1: Model runtime in milliseconds for each network component, averaged over ten trials, run on
the KITTI datset with 16cm×16cm pillars. All models have the same Feature Extractor and Head
(runtimes included for completeness), and all non-Original models have the same sparse Feature Net.
Feat. Extr. Feat. Net
Backbone
Head
Total vs Original
Original PointPillars 6.904±0.018 1.344±0.043 16.185±0.053 3.638±0.022
–
Sparse PointPillars 6.879±0.016 0.508±0.030 14.090±0.057 3.778±0.018
-2.817
Sparse1+Dense23 6.898±0.017 0.517±0.022 17.321±0.050 3.646±0.021
0.223
Sparse12+Dense3 6.973±0.089 0.498±0.021 22.091±0.245 3.578±0.063
5.069
Sparse+WideConv 6.858±0.015 0.480±0.022 17.483±0.071 3.684±0.030
0.434
3.2

Performance Analysis

This section presents preliminary performance results using the training schedules and hyperparameters optimized for the Original PointPillars; we expect future hyperparameter tuning will lead to better
performance. The absolute percentage of Average Precision (% AP) for the Original PointPillars
on each benchmark and the relative performance of Sparse PointPillars are shown in Table 2; the
relative performances of the ablative models are shown in Table 3. Even without hyperparameter
tuning, Sparse PointPillars is able to perform slightly better than Original on Easy BBox AP and BEV
AP, but otherwise sees drops in performance of up to 5.3% AP. Again, we anticipate that tuning the
hyperparameters for the new sparse pipeline will help alleviate this decrease.
To demonstrate a lack of information propagation in Sparse PointPillars’s Backbone is not the primary
cause of the decreased performance, we created the Sparse+WideConv variant which features a wide
SubM convolution capable of reaching the other pseudoimage pixels that could be smeared into
that pixel by the Original model. Sparse+WideConv had similar performance to Sparse PointPillars,
suggesting that poor hyperparameter tuning is likely the root cause of the lower performance of
Sparse PointPillars on 3D AP, not a lack of information propagation.
The performance of Sparse1+Dense23 and Sparse12+Dense3 mostly lie between the results of Sparse
PointPillars and Original. However, there is unusual performance degradation in some categories
(e.g. Sparse1+Dense23’s Easy 3D AP), further supporting the need for hyperparameter tuning.
Table 2: Performance of the original PointPillars as % AP and of our sparse model as the relative %
AP difference (∆) from Original on KITTI with 16cm×16cm pillars. Higher is better.
Original PointPillars
Sparse PointPillars
Easy Medium Hard
Easy Medium
Hard
BBox AP 90.51
88.67 87.06
0.11∆
-2.68∆ -4.78∆
BEV AP 89.93
87.03 84.09
0.25∆
-5.30∆ -4.35∆
3D AP 86.46
76.29 69.73 -1.85∆
-5.31∆ -1.39∆
Table 3: Ablative model % AP difference (∆) from Original on KITTI with 16cm×16cm pillars.
Sparse1+Dense23
Sparse12+Dense3
Sparse+WideConv
Easy
Med.
Hard
Easy
Med.
Hard
Easy
Med.
Hard
BBox AP -0.17∆ -0.35∆ -0.68∆ -0.23∆ -0.79∆ -0.99∆ 0.00∆ -2.38∆ -4.84∆
BEV AP -0.03∆ -0.85∆ -3.58∆ -0.24∆ -1.42∆ -2.24∆ -0.06∆ -5.56∆ -2.90∆
3D AP -5.50∆ -1.31∆ -0.75∆ -2.13∆ -1.91∆ -1.32∆ -5.94∆ -6.38∆ -2.18∆
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Conclusion and Future Work

This work serves as a proof of concept that sparsity-aware operations can be used deep within network
structures and, if designed around preserving sparsity for further exploitation, can lead to runtime
improvements with the same performance or a modest decrease in performance. Our results are
preliminary—there is much room for performance and runtime improvements via better backbone
architectures, sparse detection heads, better model hyperparameter tuning, and faster sparse libraries.
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A

Runtime Details

All models use 16cm×16cm pillars, the standard configuration for PointPillars, and are trained using
the training hyperparameters and schedule from the official PointPillars implementation. It is likely
that hyperparameter tuning specifically for the Sparse PointPillars model and the ablative models will
result in better performance, but they will not impact evaluation runtimes.
For the sparse convolution and SubM convolution implementation, we use spconv5 , the sparse
convolution library provided by the authors of SECOND [21], the codebase upon which the official
implementation of PointPillars is built. Due to the implementation of spconv, sparse convolutions
and SubM convolutions have significant overhead, and we believe switching to a more optimized
library in the future will significantly improve our method’s runtime.
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All evaluation runtimes are measured on a dedicated Ubuntu system with an NVidia 2080ti GPU and
an AMD Ryzen 7 3700X CPU using CUDA 10.1 with the PyTorch 1.5 runtime and averaged over
ten runs. The official runtimes reported in the PointPillars paper and the KITTI leaderboards use
NVidia’s TensorRT runtime, leading to a reported 40% performance improvement over PyTorch’s
runtime, but using TensorRT takes substantial engineering effort when using custom layers from
libraries like spconv.
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Figure 6: Original vs Sparse PointPillars PointPillars Backbone. The Sparse PointPillars Backbone is
a modified version of Original Backbone designed to preserve and exploit pseudoimage sparsity.
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